Evodiamine activates cellular apoptosis through suppressing PI3K/AKT and activating MAPK in glioma
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Introduction
Gliomas are the most common primary malignant tumors of the central nervous system; glioma has a high incidence rate, and more than 50% of all gliomas are glioblastoma multiforme (GBM).¹ The annual incidence of gliomas is increasing worldwide.² Currently, the first line of treatment is surgical resection, and concomitant chemoradiation with temozolomide (TMZ) is used as the standard treatment; however, at least 50% of TMZ-treated patients do not respond to TMZ, and the prognosis for gliomas is generally poor.³ Despite significant advancements in therapeutic management, the median survival time for GBM remains less than 18 months, and the cumulative survival rate for 1 year remains lower than 30%.⁴ Therefore, developing more effective agents for treating GBM is important.

In the past few decades, many natural products have attracted great attention for their therapeutic effects against cancer.⁵ Evodiamine (Evo), a major alkaloidal compound extracted from the fruit of Evodia fructus, has been used traditionally in China.⁶ Previous studies have shown that evodiamine exhibits anti-inflammatory,⁷ anti-adipogenic,⁸ and anti-tumor effects on cancer. Evo inhibited cell proliferation through the PI3K/AKT/Caspase and Fas-L/NF-κB signaling pathways, which were

Background: Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is the most malignant primary tumor of the central nervous system and is associated with a very poor prognosis. No further improvements in outcomes have been reported since radiotherapy-temozolomide therapy was introduced. Therefore, developing new agents to treat GBM is important.

Aim: This study aimed to evaluate the anti-tumor effect of evodiamine (Evo) on GBM cells, and to determine the underlying mechanisms involved.

Results: According to MTT assay results, Evo significantly inhibited the cell proliferation in a time- and dose-dependent manner. Fluorescence microscopy and flow cytometry analyses revealed that Evo induced cell apoptosis in a concentration-dependent manner. Moreover, Evo induced reactive oxygen species (ROS) production and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) disruption. Finally, Evo induced apoptosis in cancer cells by suppressing PI3K/AKT signaling and inducing MAPK phosphorylation (p38 and JNK, but not ERK) to regulate apoptotic proteins (Bax, Bcl-2, Cytochrome c, Caspase-3, and PARP).

Conclusion: In summary, Evo inhibits cell proliferation by inducing cellular apoptosis via suppressing PI3K/AKT and activating MAPK in GBM; these results indicate that Evo may be regarded as a new approach for GBM treatment.
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augmented by ubiquitin-proteasome inhibition in human melanoma.10 Evo greatly reduced cell growth by inducing apoptosis, independent of p53 status via the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways in lung cancer.11 Evo induced apoptosis via activating JNK and PERK to disrupt mitochondrial membrane potential in ovarian cancer.12 Evo selectively killed cancer stem-like cells by changing the expression of cell cycle proteins via the p53-p21-Rb pathway in breast cancer.13 Evo decreased p-Akt and increased Bax/Bcl-2 and cleaved Caspase-3 levels to induce apoptosis to inhibit cell viability in hepatocellular carcinoma.14 Similarly, Liu et al15 reported that Evo induced dose- and time-dependent apoptosis through calcium signaling or JNK activation in glioma cells. Wu et al16 reported that Evo could induce G2/M arrest and disrupt mitochondrial membrane potential in glioma cells. In the present study, the anti-tumor effects and mechanism of Evo in GBM were investigated. Our results not only confirmed the previous findings of Liu et al15 and Wu et al,16 but also revealed that Evo could activate cellular apoptosis through suppressing PI3K/AKT and activating MAPK in cancer cells.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and reagents

Evo was purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co, Ltd (Shanghai, China), and its purity was ≥99%. The powder was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), which was purchased from MP Biomedicals LLC (Santa Ana, CA, USA), to obtain a stock solution of 10 mM. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM), fetal bovine serum (FBS), and 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA (1×) were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA).

Cell culture

The human GBM cell lines U251 and LN229 were obtained from the Type Culture Collection of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China) and cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS. The human normal glial cell line HEB and differentiated PC12 (the neuron-like cell line) were purchased from Nanjing BeiBao Co, Ltd (Nanjing, China). All cells were cultured at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Cells used in the experiments were in the log phase of growth.

Cell proliferation assay

Cell proliferation was measured by MTT assays. MTT powder was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St Louis, MO, USA). The cells were trypsinized and plated at 104 cells per well in a 96-well plate and then cultured overnight. The cells were treated with Evo at the indicated concentrations (0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10, 20, and 40 µM) for 24 h and 48 h. Then, 20 µL of MTT reagent (5 mg/mL) was added to each well for 4 h at 37°C. The medium was removed and replaced with 150 µL of dimethyl sulfoxide for 10 min before measurement. The absorbance at 490 nm was assessed by using a microplate reader (Synergy2; BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA).

Hoechst 33258 staining

A Hoechst Staining Kit was purchased from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology (C0003; Shanghai, China). The cells were seeded in a 6-well plate on cover slips and cultured overnight. After treatment with different concentrations of Evo for 24 h, the cells were fixed in stationary liquid for 10 min, washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), stained with Hoechst 33258 for 10 min and then washed twice with PBS. Finally, the stained cells were visualized using a fluorescence microscope (IX71; Olympus Corporation, Japan).

Cell apoptosis assay

An Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Detection Kit (c1063; Beyotime, Shanghai, China) was used to detect apoptosis in the cells. The cells were collected 24 h after treatment with the indicated concentrations of Evo, and then stained with Annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide (PI) for 15 min in the dark according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The stained cells were immediately analyzed by flow cytometry (FACSCanto II; BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA).

Reactive oxygen species assay

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) production was detected using dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) staining. An ROS assay kit was purchased from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology (S0033; Shanghai, China). Cells treated with Evo for 24 h were incubated with 10 µM DCFH-DA for 20 min at 37°C in the dark, and then washed three times. The harvested cells were analyzed by flow cytometry.

Mitochondrial membrane potential measurement

A mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) assay kit with JC-1 (5,5′,6,6′-tetrachloro-1,1′,3,3′-tetraethylbenzimidazolocarbocyanine iodide) was purchased from Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology (C2006; Shanghai, China). The changes in MMP were assessed after cells were treated with Evo for 24 h. After washing with PBS, the cells were
incubated in freshly prepared JC-1 solution for 20 min at 37°C. Excess dye was removed by washing with PBS, and cell-associated fluorescence was analyzed on a flow cytometer using 488 nm excitation with 530 nm and 585 nm bandpass emission filters.

**Western blot analysis**

After treatment with Evo for 24 h, whole cell extracts and cytosol/mitochondria extracts were prepared by using a Whole Cell Lysis Assay Kit (Kgp2100; KeyGEN Biotec, Nanjing, China) and a Cell Mitochondria Isolation Kit (C3601; Beyotime, Shanghai, China), respectively. The protein concentration was measured using BCA (bicinchoninic acid) protein assays. Protein samples were boiled with 6X SDS loading buffer for 5 min, separated on sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) gels and transferred to hydrophobic polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. Membranes were blocked for 1 h and then incubated overnight at 4°C with the appropriate antibodies. Caspase-3 (9662), cleaved Caspase-3 (9661), Bax (2772), Bcl-2 (2870), Cytochrome c (4272), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) (4249), phospho-PI3K (4228), phospho-Akt (4060), Akt (4691), phospho-SAPK/JNK (9251), SAPK/JNK (9252), phospho-p38 MAP kinase (9211), p38 MAPK (8690), phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (9101), p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (9102), and β-actin (4970) antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, CO, USA). Anti-PARP (32138) was from Abcam (Cambridge, UK). After washing three times, the membranes were incubated with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary biotinylated antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc, West Grove, PA, USA) for 1 h and washed again three times. The bound proteins were detected using an enhanced chemiluminescent substrate (32106; Thermo Scientific, Boston, MA, USA). The optical density of each protein was determined by using the NIH imaging program (ImageJ).

**Statistical analysis**

All data represent at least three independent experiments, and are presented as the mean ± SD. All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 5.0 software, and comparisons were made using one-way ANOVA tests. *P*-values of less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**Results**

**Evo inhibited cell proliferation**

To examine the effect of Evo on normal astrocytes and neuronal cultures, we first performed MTT assays on HEB and PC12 cells. As shown in Figure 1A, Evo could not induce any cytotoxicity from 0–40 µM. Next, we examined the anti-tumor effects of Evo on glioblastoma cell lines (U251 and LN229) at the indicated concentrations for 24 and 48 h. The proliferation rate was significantly lower in Evo-treated cells than the control cells; in addition, the proliferation rate was decreased in a concentration-dependent manner (Figure 1A). Based on these data, we chose 0.5, 2.5, and 10 µM for U251 cells and 1, 5, and 10 µM for LN229 cells as the working concentrations for the subsequent experiments. Moreover, we observed changes in cell number and cellular morphology by using an inverted microscope. Compared to the number of control cells, the number of Evo-treated cells was progressively reduced when the Evo concentration increased. Cell morphology was also dramatically changed (Figure 1B).

**Evo-induced cellular apoptosis, ROS production, and MMP dysfunction**

To explore the underlying mechanism through which Evo inhibited cell proliferation in U251 and LN229 cells, we evaluated apoptosis using Hoechst 33258 staining and Annexin V-FITC/PI double staining assays. The images acquired by fluorescence microscopy revealed that nuclei changes, including chromatin condensation, nuclear fragmentation, and apoptotic bodies, were clearly observed in the cells treated with Evo for 24 h; these results indicated that the U251 and LN229 cells treated with Evo underwent morphological changes typical of apoptosis (Figure 2A). Flow cytometric analyses also showed that Evo-induced apoptosis; the percentages of early and late apoptotic cells were significantly increased in the cells after exposure to Evo for 24 h. The percentage of early apoptotic cells increased from 3.8% to 13.8% for U251, and from 2.5% to 20.5% for LN229 after treatment with Evo, whereas the percentage of late apoptotic cells increased from 2.9% to 16.2% for U251, and from 5.0% to 13.7% for LN229 when the Evo concentration increased from 0 µM to 10 µM (Figure 2B and C). Next, we examined the concentration of intracellular ROS using flow cytometry. Evo increased ROS production in a concentration-dependent manner compared to that of the control group (Figure 2D and E). Furthermore, we evaluated whether Evo-induced apoptotic cell death was involved in the mitochondrial pathway. Changes in MMP were next examined using JC-1 staining. Our data revealed that the ratio of red/green fluorescence intensity was lower in both U251 and LN229 cells treated with Evo than the control, indicating that Evo-induced apoptosis was associated with MMP depolarization (Figure 2F and G).
Evo suppressed the PI3K/AKT pathway

We next examined the effect of Evo on the PI3K/AKT pathway in U251 and LN229 cells. Although the expression levels of total PI3K were comparable, the phosphorylation levels of PI3K was markedly decreased after Evo treatment, compared to those in the control group in both U251 and LN229 cells (Figure 3A and B). Akt, the key downstream effector of PI3K, was changed similarly to PI3K. The expression levels of p-Akt were decreased in the cells treated with Evo, whereas the levels of total Akt were comparable in both U251 and LN229 cells (Figure 3A and C). Next, we analyzed the protein expression levels of Bax and Bcl-2, which are involved in the intrinsic cell death. With increasing concentrations of Evo, the expression levels of Bcl-2 were decreased. However, the levels of Bax were significantly lower in the Evo-treated group than in the control group, resulting in an obvious dose-dependent increase in the ratio of Bax to Bcl-2 in both U251 and LN229 cells (Figure 3A and D).

Evo activated the MAPK pathway

To further investigate the anti-tumor mechanism of Evo in U251 and LN229 cells, we next examined the MAPK signaling
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**Figure 2** Evo-induced apoptosis, ROS production, and mitochondrial dysfunction in U251 and LN229 cells.

**Notes:** (A) Cells were treated with Evo (0–10 μM) for 24 h, and then stained with Hoechst 33258. (B) Cells were stained with Annexin V-FITC/PI and measured by flow cytometry. (C) Statistical analysis for the apoptosis assay (**P**<0.05 vs the control group; ***P***<0.01 vs the control group; ****P***<0.001 vs the control group; n=3). (D) Intracellular ROS production was stimulated by Evo in U251 and LN229 cells. After Evo treatment for 24 h, cells were stained with 10 μM DCFH-DA and then measured using flow cytometry. (E) Levels of ROS were measured (**P**<0.05 vs the control group; ****P***<0.001 vs the control group; n=3). (F) Cells were stained with JC-1 and measured by flow cytometry. (G) Statistical analysis for the JC-1 assay (% of control) (**P**<0.01; n=3).

**Abbreviations:** Evo, evodiamine; ROS, reactive oxygen species; DCFH-DA, dichlorofluorescein diacetate.
pathway, which is important for the action of chemotherapeutic drugs. According to Western blot assay results, p-p38 and p-JNK were upregulated in Evo-treated cells compared to the control group cells, but there were no changes in total p38, JNK, and ERK (Figure 4A–C). These data indicated that the activation of JNK and p38 MAPKs was mainly involved in Evo-induced apoptosis in glioma cells. We also measured Cytochrome c release from the mitochondria to the cytosol. In both U251 and LN229 cells, higher expression levels of Cytochrome c in the cytosol correlated with higher Evo concentrations (Figure 4A and D). Next, we measured the protein expression levels of cleaved Caspase-3 and poly (ADP ribose) polymerase (PARP). Cleaved Caspase-3 and cleaved PARP were expressed at higher levels in Evo-treated
cells than control cells, whereas full-length Caspase-3 and pro-PARP levels were reduced in U251 and LN229 cells treated with Evo (Figure 4A, E and F). It was worthy to note that p-ERK was inhibited after Evo treatment in LN229 cells. However, we did not observe any differences in the phosphorylation levels of ERK between Evo-treated U251 cells and non-treated cells (Figure 4A and G). Taken together, these data suggest that evodiamine could suppress the PI3K/AKT pathway and activate the MAPK pathway to inhibit cell proliferation and induce cellular apoptosis in GBM (Figure 5).

**Discussion**

In recent years, natural Chinese compounds, especially plant-derived compounds, have received extensive attention as sources of new drugs for anti-cancer therapy. Evo, a
Evo, a quinolone alkaloid, is traditionally used for headache or stomach ache in China. However, its effects on brain tumors and its potential mechanisms are unclear. In the present study, Evo inhibited cell proliferation in a concentration- and time-dependent manner. Evo promoted cell apoptosis in a concentration-dependent manner by inducing chromosome condensation, nuclear fragmentation, and apoptotic bodies. Mechanistic studies revealed that Evo increased ROS production and caused MMP disruption. Furthermore, Evo induced apoptosis by suppressing PI3K/AKT signaling and inducing MAPK phosphorylation in GBM cancer cells.

Natural products typically exhibit their anti-cancer activities by triggering apoptosis. The apoptosis is initiated through increases in intracellular ROS, ROS function as an important intracellular signaling molecule and play an essential role in cell homeostasis, cell proliferation, and cell migration. When the production rate of ROS is greater than its clearance rate, cellular apoptosis is triggered. We observed that Evo induced ROS production in glioma cells, which indicated that the generation of ROS was a key event in mediating the apoptotic effects of Evo in glioma cells. Alterations to MMP during apoptosis have been reported in a number of studies; these data suggest that the depolarization of mitochondria is one of the first events occurring during apoptosis, which can induce cell death through caspase activation, chromatin condensation, and DNA fragmentation. We observed that Evo significantly induced the loss of the MMP in a dose-dependent manner, which was consistent with the morphology changes observed by microscopy.

Upon oxidative stress exposure, various signal transduction pathways may be activated in cells. PI3K/AKT signaling is frequently deregulated in various cancers and plays an
important role in a variety of biological processes, including proliferation, migration, apoptosis, and differentiation. Western blot analyses indicated that Evo treatment considerably reduced PI3K/AKT pathway activation in GBM cells. The MAPK signaling pathway controls fundamental cellular processes in cancer, such as proliferation, apoptosis, and response to chemotherapeutic drugs. Currently, there are three main groups of mammalian MAPKs: ERK (p44/p42), JNK, and p38. JNK and p38 are involved in cell apoptosis, while ERK is associated with cell proliferation, migration, and senescence. Our findings revealed that treating GBM cells with Evo induced the activation and phosphorylation of p38 and JNK, but not ERK, indicating that p38 and JNK may play major roles in Evo-induced apoptosis, whereas ERK likely does not.

Apoptosis is a type of programmed cell death. There are two main pathways, the intrinsic and extrinsic cell death pathways; both of these result in caspase activation. The Bcl-2 family of proteins regulates intrinsic apoptosis through mitochondrial permeabilization. After permeabilization, the release of Cytochrome c from the mitochondrial intermembrane space to the cytoplasm promotes caspase activation and apoptosis. The extrinsic cell death pathway is activated by death receptors, which interact and recruit other adaptor molecules, such as FADD and caspase-8, and finally lead to apoptosis. In our study, Western blot assays showed that the expression levels of cleaved Caspase-3 and cleaved-PARP and the Bax/Bcl-2 ratio, as well as Cytochrome c release, were considerably higher in Evo-treated glioma cells than non-treated cells. These results suggest that Evo induces apoptosis in glioma cells through the intrinsic cell death pathways. In addition, we observed that Evo could not induce any cytotoxicity in normal astrocytes and neuronal cultures at a high concentration, but it could induce obvious cytotoxicity in normal astrocyte and neuronal cultures at a high concentration, but it could induce obvious cytotoxicity in glioma cells. Wu et al. also reported that Evo was able to penetrate the blood–brain barrier, and could inhibit glioma in vivo. These results suggest that Evo may be a safe and therapeutic agent against glioma.

In summary, we have demonstrated that Evo exhibited potent anti-tumor effects against human GBM cells and promoted apoptosis through suppressing PI3K/Akt and activating MAPK. Based on these findings, Evo is a therapeutic agent worthy of further development as a clinical trial candidate for treating GBM.
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